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EDITOR'S NOTE
Thank you all for reading this first edition of the new and
improved Roleplay Reel! We here at the Ministry of Culture
greatly appreciate your interest and we thank you for your
patience. Whether you're already an RPer, someone looking
to get into RP, a GPer who wants to learn more about this
side of The North Pacific's community, or anyone from
outside The North Pacific who wants to learn more about
TNPRP, this magazine is for you.

Previously assembled as a joint project of the Ministries of
Communications and Culture and spearheaded by now-
Delegate Prydania and former Delegate El Fiji Grande, it is
now time at last for the Ministry of Culture to continue this
project, as promised, in order to showcase the creative
beauty of TNPRP to the region and the world, and to bring all
TNPers together in celebration of the stories we have told
and continue to tell.

So, I hear you thinking, how does the "new and improved"
Roleplay Reel work? Well, let's get into that!

Firstly, the Roleplay Reel, or RPR, will be releasing monthly. It will
primarily consist of concise summarizations of what's going on in
RP each month written by the Ministry of Culture's RPR Writing
Team, consisting of myself as editor, as well as Highton, Kasu,
Em, and Haven; with additional moderation consultation from
Lotion and Vapia on behalf of the RMB and Tim and Prydania on
behalf of the forum. Some of these are also written in
consultation with various RPers, such as authors and
contributors. In the future, we hope to bring back user
submissions as well!

There will be three sections: this Editor's Note, the Forum
section, and the RMB section. The Editor's Note each month will
be a helpful guide in the future as to what we'd like to see and
will be working towards in next month's issue, so keep an eye on
that! For the July issue, for example, which will be released in
early August, we hope to get more material from the RMB, to
show off as much of the complete tapestry of what TNPRP has to
offer as possible!

That being said, we hope you enjoy the June issue.
Thank you so much for reading!

Syrixia
Minister of Culture of The North Pacific



RMB RP
THE KOMASHI WAR OF SUCCESSION

The Komashi War of Succession is an ongoing civil war in the
Confederal Monarchy of Komashi, located in the western
portion of the Usonean continent in Strangereal. The war is
being waged by two different factions, those being the 11-
nation Yukino Coalition, officially known as the Yukino
Coalition of Komashi Nations, and the 7-nation
Conservative Coalition. The war began from simple
political discord from the preceding Northern Usonea War
that escalated into an all-out, devastating civil war. 

This month, many of the posts made were set in April. On
the 20th of April, for example, having enough of the
aforementioned political discord and diplomatic
breakdowns, the Conservative Coalition, through Azura-
Nishi, Vozlisch, and Maikaze, finally staged preemptive
invasions on the Yukino Coalition states of Aizawa, Hanabi,
Yukino, and Azanami.

Prior to this, the Conservative state of Zaychik had sent a
warning to Duke Ryan of Shirakami denoting of a "possible
Conservative invasion in the coming days". As the attacks
were apparent, Ryan rallied the Yukino Coalition to fight for
their survival, not just for the Komashi nation, as the
confederation had been "disbanded" due to the actions of
the Conservatives. At the same day, Azanami, Hanabi, and
Aizawa extensively repulsed the major attacks conducted
against them by the Conservative states. 

There was a multitude of casualties, but the Conservatives
had lost more than what they could mobilize, and that
morale loss from the Northern Usonean War rapidly took its
toll on their armies. In Yukino, Duchess Chiyomaru pre-
emptively invaded the neighboring Maikaze with shock
tactics, the end result being that the capital, Nara, was
shelled extensively. The capital had been nearly wiped out
from the map after Yukino battle groups bombarded it with
high-explosive shells from naval support. 

The actions intensified rapidly to defection on April 25, when
Duke Akasaka of Zaychik announced his intention to defect
to the Yukino Coalition, taking... (cont.)



...all the battle plans and important data of the Conservatives
with him. Zaychik's defection raised massive uproar from the
Conservatives, causing Ibuki, Grand Duchess of Azura-Nishi,
to cut off all national transmitters within her controlled
territories. As days passed, the Duchy of Maikaze finally fell
on April 28, after their divisions surrendered left and right
due to the razing of their capital and the aforementioned
morale decay. 

This month, Aika, the creator and primary author of the RP,
has concluded Phase III of the RP and is looking into finishing
Phase IV, which has one post in it as of this issue. The RP
itself can be found here.

MIDNIGHT AT WANGAN

Midnight at Wangan is the story of Victoria von Bismarck,
empress of the Rynese Confederation for over 11,000 years,
as she delves within the underground world of streetracing
in Yokohama, the Rynese capital. She also meets her
coworkers, as she works part-time in Speed Factory YM, a
well-known, reputable tuning company.

Weeks before the story begins, a client left their vehicle in the
hands of the mechanics' team. Over the course of one
particular week, and with some intelligent decisions made by
one Mr. Tominaga, owner of Speed Factory YM, it is tuned up
as requested. At closing hours, Victoria von Bismarck and
Rikako Ohta are working through closing the shop down.
Deciding to ensure that their work, was worth spending weeks
on, they, alongside their suspension genius, Jun Kitami,
decide to steal the car for a night and go for a drive in it. 

They ride around Southern Yokohama, and soon find their way
up an onramp onto the elevated Shutokou Highway System, in
specific, the SC1 Loop. Once Victoria puts the gas down to
enter, however, an old acquaintance of hers, sent by a friend
that she hadn't heard from in a long time, begins to make
contact into her mind. Though she's heard voices almost all
her life, she doesn't quite know what to make of this
mysterious encounter.

The RP itself can be found here. In the coming month, Ryn,
the author of the RP, hopes to develop it further, so stay tuned
to see where this story goes!

https://www.nationstates.net/page=dispatch/id=1396878
https://www.nationstates.net/page=rmb/postid=39100538


FORUM RP
THE SECOND DUČRIJEKA WAR

The Second Dučrijeka War is an ongoing conflict on the
continent of Gothis in Eras, specifically within the territories of
the Republic of Dučrijeka. On one side stands Dučrijeka,
defending its territory, and on the other side stands the
Kingdom of Andrenne,  seeking revenge for a deadly
terrorist attack on the Andrennian Parliament spurred by
long-standing tensions between the two nations. After the
attack, 158 MPs were dead and 215 were wounded. 18
civilians were also killed, along with 37 wounded. 

Much of the international community stated their support for
Andrenne following the attacks, and a coalition formed in
support of the ensuing Andrennian invasion of Dučrijeka. This
coalition, comprised of the Kingdoms of Yalkan, Essalanea,
and Prydania, as well as the Empire of Norsos, the Imperial
Mintorian Federation, and the Imperium Epiphani, lent
military support to the Andrennians. This month, however,
that may change due to the Battle of Kosada.

Kosada is - or rather was, following the Andrennian shelling
of the city - one of the major Dučrijekan cities in the
northeastern region of the country. Naturally, it was the first
enemy city the Andrennian-led coalition encountered. The
Siege of Kosada began at 2:24 PM on June 26. Before the
initiation of hostilities at the city, artillery of all sorts had
been brought to the occupied villages to the north of
Kosada. Though protests were lodged, Andrennian high
command did not intend to delay the operation to allow for
civilians to evacuate. What began at 2:24 PM and, as of this
issue, is still ongoing, quickly began to verge on genocide as
the city was utterly maimed.

Condemnations  rapidly began pouring in from both inside
and outside the coalition. King Hugo von Hagen  of
the Royal Federation of Hessunland, for example, delivered a
strong statement of disapproval. As well, Foreign Minister
Vidar Cedarstrom of the Grand Federation of Xentherida
made a series of demands, which were echoed by Foreign
Minister Gert Bane of the Vallish Republic. Time will tell
what the impact of Kosada on global politics will be, but for
Andrenne, it will almost certainly not be a good one. The RP
and its preceding thread can be found here.

https://forum.thenorthpacific.org/topic/9192516/


IF YOU LOVE THESE PEOPLE

Amidst the conflict in Dučrijeka, the Kingdom of Prydania, a
participating member of the Andrennian-led coalition,  has
been undergoing a controversy of its own. It all began when,
at the very start of this month, Thorbjörn Höjsleth, an
ethnically Prydanian member of the National Assembly of
the Kingdom of Saintonge, a close Prydanian ally, made a
provocative statement criticizing his homeland's involvement
in the Second Dučrijeka War a mere three years after the
conclusion of the Prydanian Civil War in 2017. 

Already this matter was controversial - one of the de facto
ambassadors of the Prydanian-Santonian community within
the Santonian government had openly railed against a policy
of his homeland's government. However, it was when
Prydanians in Prydania spat back that things truly went off
the rails. The controversial 'news' show Prydania Today
railed against Höjsleth, dubbing him a "traitor" and a tool of
an elite global cabal of "world manipulators". Tenna
Nygaard, Leader of the Conservative-Agrarian Alliance (a.k.a
the Bandalag) in the Prydanian parliament, the Althingi, also
blasted Höjsleth, and she quickly became associated with...

...Prydania Today, which had long been advancing pro-Nygaard
sentiments as they both had right-wing populist leanings. 

When an attempt on Höjsleth's life was made, an investigation
into Prydania Today followed, as the shooter praised both them
and Nygaard. Nygaard vocally defended Prydania Today
throughout the investigations, however public opinion quickly
began to sway against both her and Prydania Today when it was
discovered that Prydania Today was being funded, in part, by
shell companies from the Democratic People's Republic of
Skanda. These were companies which had previously helped
fund the old and since-overthrown  Syndicalist  regime  during
the Civil War.

During the controversy, the pacifist party Peace Not Blood
formed in Prydania, in open support of Höjsleth's stance on the
war. 16 members of the Agrarian Party left the Bandalag to stand
as independents, 5 of them due to Nygaard's racist rhetoric
against Ísak Mattanel, the legislator presiding over the
Prydania Today hearings, and a Shaddaist - a religion in Eras
analogous to Judaism. Eventually, the Bandalag itself fell apart,
and Peace Not Blood entered the political fray with one of the 16
independents, Ísgeir Aðaldal, joining its political arm. As
Thorbjörn Höjsleth continues to recover in the hospital, the
political landscape of his homeland has changed forever.



THE CENTURY ITERIA INITIATIVE

Whilst in the north and west of Eras, war and controversy
abounded this month, in the east, on the continent of Iteria,
things, at least mostly, seem to be going in the opposite
direction. The Secretary-General of the Iterian League - the
largest geopolitical bloc on the continent and the global
bastion of Pan-Iterianism - Prince Sarakhaid of the Exalted
Empire of Astragon, began his term with a string of
proposals known as the Century Iteria Initiative. These
proposals include Force Iteria, a plan for an Iterian League
military force; Iteria to the Stars, a plan for an Iterian
Space Agency; and the Central Iterian Bank, a plan for a
shared Iterian market and pan-Iterian fiscal policy.

At first, reactions were mostly in approval. The Socialist
Federal Republic of Fuss stated its willingness to participate
in Iteria to the Stars and the Central Iterian Bank. The State
of  Iraelia gave its support to all three proposals, though
secretly they did so with concern that Force Iteria could
conflict with the presence of military bases in the country
from the Syrixian Empire, one of Iraelia's closest allies and
its former colonial master, from 1620 to 1954. 

Other countries such as the Federation of Bashime also
lent their support, however the streak of support within the
League was broken when the Republic of Ascalon, led by
its Prime Minister Shen Haomin, rebuked Prince
Sarakhaid's initiative in a cold, scathing statement that sent
shockwaves throughout Ascalon and the League. 

"The Cabinet of the Republic of Ascalon has issued an
executive order that will withdraw and terminate the
nation’s membership in the Iterian League." said Haomin on
June 29, following a Cabinet vote in favor of such a measure
on June 6. "We have determined that the League no longer
serves the interests of the common Iterian, but rather that
of a leftist cabal that works with the guise of 'Pan-
Iterianism.'"

Following the Ascalonian delegation's subsequent departure
from the League chambers, Prince Sarakhaid responded to
the remaining delegates with a statement in rebuke of
Haomin's claims. It remains to be seen whether other
members of the League will follow Ascalon, but only time will
tell. What is certain, however, is that Century Iteria may be
harder to achieve than previously thought.
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